no	PRINCE BOLOW
and Russians, plant standards, fly kites, bury one another in
the sand and dig one another out again, paddle in the sea,
splash one another with the salt water or throw sand, plague
their cldets, bully fathers and mothers, uncles and aunts.
They even go sailing, and when the sea gets a little rough,
the fledglings hide their heads under the wings of their elders,
who fondle and kiss them, point out how near the land is,
and assure them they will soon be ashore again,
Men and women too become children on the sands. That
is the great charm of association with children — it makes one
young. And when one does feel conscious of one's own age
among them it is no shattering realisation of decline but a
stimulating faith that the golden bowl is being handed on
into younger and stronger hands* . . .
The same
The sea foams at our feet.   This mysterious singing and
murmuring might be an unconscious philosophising upon
the destiny of man.   One marvels that the visitors from all
corners of Germany settled here by the sea should still find
heart to continue their vain behaviour and speech in sight of
this overwhelming element.    The sea is too big to laugh
at our petty ambitions.   The ocean is composed of myriads
of glistening drops, and life of millions of petty trifles.   In
life, too, a great flood washes the edge of an existence made
up of the desire to pursue, please, have and impress. . . .
And this life in a seaside resort brings out the most daring
costumes.   To certain strident people the adornment of the
body seems much more important than that of the soul,
What amazing objects some of the women wear on their
heads ! One has a white gondola, another a gaily coloured
sailing-boat, a third an armoured battleship, a fourth a -flight
of sea-culls, a fifth a kitchen garden — and all these objects
go by the name " hat,"
The murmuring sea subdues all this motley. The sea
awakens deeply reUgious moods. These fishermen and sailors
who are not merely content to spend a jolly summer here,
but have to face the sea with all its terrors and dangers in
winter too, have a certain doumess of character. Their
Protestantism gives a Puritan, Quaker touch even to their
outward appearance, They are much tougher than, for

